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mioaw baby(old enough to know better)
 
Wrote these in 2009 to get over an amazing relationship, on a private blog.
 
Thought I would share them, as the process helped me a lot.
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A New Day
 
So today I lie in bed
Looking at the face of someone new
The only thoughts in my head
That I should be looking at you
 
But then I stop and think
About my feelings toward you
And I feel so much better
Because I know what I must do
 
We can talk about dresses
And the programmes that we watch
Of the parties that we go to
And that we miss each other so much
 
But this is only chatter
And our feelings almost gone
I really think we’ve done it
I really think we’ve won!
 
We have become friends
Of which we are both fond
We’ve grown apart yet closer
A very special bond.
 
mioaw baby
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Deleting The Past
 
Your emails have been deleted
Discarded in the bin
1943 messages of tenderness
Without a bad word in
 
I feel better already
I knew that I would
This path that I have taken
Confirms my life is good
 
And although I shall still miss you
A thing beyond my control
My heart beats strong and true
And heals my damaged soul
 
You keep on calling me
Maybe doubts are in your mind
But that door is now closed
My heart you will not find
 
Our lives are now separated
As if by an iron curtain
A future full of new loves
Of this we can be certain
 
I feel better already
I knew that I would
This path that I have taken
Confirms my life is good
 
mioaw baby
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Last Night I Went To Bed
 
Last night I went to Bed
Thinking of you again
Dreams old and new
Awakening my pain
 
My thoughts for you are good
I want you to be happy
My dreams are dark and mean
I hope your life is crappy
 
I hope he sleeps around
And shows you no affection
I hope he takes you for granted
Does not see your perfection
 
This does not make me a bad person
Just feeling a little lost
I know deep inside me
A broken heart has a cost
 
I wish I’d never known you
Then my dreams would be more fun
Reading through this note......
I think our time is done.
 
mioaw baby
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No Turning Back
 
You say you feel empty
I really don’t understand why
The choice was yours to make
You can’t now falter and cry.
 
You tried to turn me into your spare
Your safe bet number two
Wanted to keep me dangling there
For no one else but you.
 
You said you made the right decision
With no feelings of regret
But then you kept on calling me
Like I was some stupid pet.
 
Emotions are complex things
So perhaps I understand
But your decisions were not made with the heart
It was a poker hand.
 
Every time we went for coffee
I saw you with fresh eyes
The playful smile and soft soft lips
Deceiving little white lies.
 
You say I have abandoned you
But you know this is not true
I have set us free, so that we can be
Whole again and new.
 
mioaw baby
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Not Moving Very Quickly
 
It’s no use, who am I kidding
I’m still in love with you
To say otherwise is fibbing
 
Every girl I meet,
I compare them to you
They don’t stand a chance
They barely score a 2
 
You’re going on holiday
Lost for 2 weeks,
A piece of me has died
A piece that never sleeps
 
How can we be so perfect
When we are together
How can it be
That you can’t be mine forever
 
If you were fat and hairy
I would still love you.
If you were fat and hairy
I would be too.
 
mioaw baby
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Saying Goodbye
 
Baby I love you
But I have to move on
You’re nestled in my heart
Like a ticking love bomb.
 
There has to come a time when I face up to reality
The life that I dreamt was nothing but fantasy
And even though I love you and I always will
If I can’t move on then I am just standing still.
 
I can’t think of holding you
Or kissing your mouth
Of waking up next to you
Or us living in a nice quiet house.
 
We won’t have children or a garden in the sun
We won’t have decking for relaxation and fun
We won’t say goodnight and that I love you
We will just live our lives with someone who is not you.
 
So although we will still chat and ask how each other is
It will just be like any other friend that we sometimes feel we miss
It won’t be every day, but maybe once a week
When we remember that person that made us feel such heat.
 
No more late night emails
Nor early morning calls
No popping round for coffee
Nor embrace that yearns for more
 
And then after a while we will forget what we once had
Blame it on the moon, feeling happy or maybe sad
We will pass in the street, say hello with a smile
Then walk on by thinking wow, that’s been a while.
 
I won’t write you anymore letters because I know it is not fair
The feelings I have, well, you know how much I care
Reading it in print doesn’t change the path we’ve taken
And the feelings I have are good and nothing is forsaken
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So this is my last letter and you are now my friend
Not baby, darling, sweetheart nor a love that has no end
You need to understand that this is the only way
The love that we shared is not a place to stay.
 
I wish you health, wealth and happiness
A future bright with hope
Maybe you will keep this letter, that last I ever wrote.
 
mioaw baby
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Where Am I Going?
 
So today you came over
And it felt like just before
My love and my soul mate
Knocking on the door.
 
But this illicit rendezvous
Just prolongs the pain
Of when we leave each other
Never to see you again.
 
My mind is full of questions
My heart a place of doubt
My soul damaged on the floor
What is my life about?
 
I don’t know what I’m doing
Nor who I really am
I don’t know what I want
My confidence a sham
 
mioaw baby
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Why Won'T You Leave Me Alone...
 
It’s hard enough for me
To come to terms with our finality
But you keep on calling and texting
Your persistence has me stretching
Reaching for a hold on reality.
 
All I want is to be left alone
To lick my wounds
And try to forget
The love we had
The girl I met.
 
I want to play my music loud
Hide in my room
Not in some faceless crowd
Perhaps read a book or drink some wine
Not be thinking about “our” time.
 
Why won’t you leave me alone?
Do you feel rejected?
Do you need me on the phone?
 
You have your life
The one you chose
So stick with it!
Don’t pass and fold.
 
Let me sink into obscurity
Don’t fantasise about our purity
Our love was built on foundations of sand
The tide came in, it wasn’t planned
 
So just leave me alone
It shouldn’t be hard
In fact it’s so easy
Just have to leave me.
 
mioaw baby
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Will This Ever End?
 
I can’t hold onto two people
I know this to be true
My heart has room for one person
And that person is you.
 
I dream of waking next to you
Each and every morning
Our bodies touching so gently
Yet so close and full of yearning.
 
I know you so intimately
Every scar, mole and hair
All I have to do is close my eyes
And I’m lying with you there.
 
Together we can be so tender
And yet so full of passion
Easily aroused and hungry
A fire that burns on and on.
 
mioaw baby
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Working Through The Emotion
 
I saw an Angel, staring at my eyes,
but when I tried to touch her, her mouth was full of lies.
She promised me redemption, and led me down a path
After many days of travelling, she spat at me to laugh.
Her fingers I thought so lovely, were talons of despair
Her raven hair so glossy, was full, with hate to spare.
Her curves I found so beguiling, was just to lure me in
There was nothing there of beauty, underneath her skin.
And so I lie here broken, upon a rocky shore,
My love lost and forgotten, my heart rotten to the core.
And so this angel beat me, and left me out to die,
My lips are caked in blood, but no tears are in my eye.
My soul destroyed and tattered,
A home for hungry flies.
I saw an Angel, staring at my eyes.
 
mioaw baby
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